
Julia Botelho to Release “Brazilian Vernal Equinox”;  
New Album out September 23 
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“F*** awesome! People will hear a lot about  Julia Botelho” – MTV !
"With catchy melodies, a crystal clear voice, and a certain Brazilian charm, Botelho’s work provides a romantic 
atmosphere and good vibes.” – RegioMuzik  !
“For decades, Brazil and the World have been watching dozens of new singers – none like Julia Botelho. Brazilian, 
based in Germany, Julia has been surprising and pleasing international critics. ” – BuzzFeed !
There are some times when something ignites nostalgic feelings on us, by arousing joyful or sad (sometimes both) 
memories that get stuck on our minds. It could be anything… the fragrant smell of a freshly baked pie coming from 
your neighbor’s window; the comfy warmth of the socks your grandma knitted for you; the overwhelming taste of 
your childhood’s favorite ice-cream that’s finally back in the market; or even the sticky goo that resulted from that 
same ice-cream melting on your hands.  
Whether is comfort food, old TV shows or even vinyls on a dusty shelf, we all have moments when we get 
transported by something into a different time and place.  



Now picture a beautiful, colorful place, filled with stunning landscapes, good food and happy people. A tropical 
paradise where your senses are able to experience all kinds of influences. Nice, hun?! So what if your most dear 
memories where built in this heavenly place?  
That’s exactly the case of Brazilian Singer/Songwriter Julia Botelho, and that unique context is the inspiration 
behind her upcoming studio album Brazilian Vernal Equinox, to be digitally released on September 23 on iTunes, 
AmazonMP3 and GooglePlay. 
This masterpiece is a step further on Samba-Folk: a flavorful Samba, Soul, Blues, Country, Folk, Jazz, Rock, Funk and 
Bossa Nova mix oriented sub-genre of Pop. Mixing all those flavors, this music style reflects Botelho’s roots as a 
descendant of Europeans, Africans and Native Brazilians. 
According to Botelho Samba-Folk is “(…) quite like going back to my roots but bringing along all the baggage 
gained from the continuous evolution of these roots and of myself as musician and even as a person. Therefore the 
genres that once mixed form Samba-Folk are all connected in a way that felt right in my heart”. 
The talented young artist realized that the genres that she listened to and that influenced her, were in fact 
evolutions of the same genres originated in Africa and Europe and that on each transformation that happened 
throughout the natural evolutionary process of music there was an “added value” to the subsequent genre. 
Therefore, it wouldn’t be difficult to mix those various styles highlighting what’s best in each one of them.   
Truthful to the genre, Brazilian Vernal Equinox is exactly what the title suggests; a trip to a tropical paradise during 
the spring, when all the founding civilizations of this cultural Eden bloom into one multi-ethnic family. It is a mix of 
different songs, but written and performed all by the same artist.   It’s a musical intercontinental trip smoldering 
through different styles, navigating through time and place.  It’s a charming and engrossing experience for the 
senses. 
“I’ve taken comfort and inspiration from different experiences some from friends, some personal.   The kind of 
things that happen in everyone’s lives and that anyone could related to but written from my very own point of view” 
Julia told our reporter.   “Since the beginning of my career I have decided to develop a mixed style (Samba-Folk) 
because I felt the urge to be faithful to my history. Both this and the past record have this fashion with each song 
musically different from the next, ranging from very emotional melodies to sexy dirty warm Blues. Only the 
upcoming album is bit more Groove oriented when compared to the past one”. She continued, “Just like the first 
record BVE has quite a few love songs. I guess it’s sort of my trade mark! (laughs)”. 
Known for her success as an independent recording artist and her incendiary live shows, this will be Botelho’s 
second full-length studio album following 2014’s debut entitled  Samba-Folk.  
Brazilian Vernal Equinox Track List: 
01)  Soundcheck Track 
02)  Feel Good 
03)  Das Lied Des Jungen 
04)  I Need Your Shelter 
05)  Flow 
06)  Great Outback Footway 
07)  Irresistível Amor (Bigger Than This) 
08)  Draw The Line 
09)  Sit And Stare  
10)  What A Bummer 
11)  Bonus Track: Bigger Than This (Acoustic) 


